Risk Intelligence at
Your Fingertips with the
OnSolve Mobile App
Today’s workforce is more mobile than ever. Your employees are
traveling far and wide for everything from daily task completion to
important customer meetings to help drive successful outcomes
for your organization. With increased mobility, uncertainty can
arise. It’s important to do everything you can to ensure the safety
and security of your employees as they travel to and work in
destinations around the world.
With the OnSolve® Risk Intelligence mobile app, you’ll keep your mobile employees
safe and more informed. The app is a powerful device for organizations that want
to mitigate risks for their employees with the ability to constantly monitor for
critical events and send alerts at moment’s notice when issues arise in their area.
You can work with greater confidence and more localized situational awareness
to make better decisions about how to best protect your employees and your
business operations in the face of disruptions and challenges in the field.
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What makes our
mobile app different?
• Privacy-enabled: Mobile users have the option
to “ghost” their location, obscuring their exact
coordinates from peers and security staff.
Users can still receive alerts for nearby events,
but their location is randomized within a
10 km radius, or 100 square miles.
• Interactive: The mobile app puts the power in
the user’s hand, allowing them to report critical
events, validate online reports, chat with others
and automatically alert their emergency contacts
with the tap of a button.
• Context-driven: By overlaying risk information
with employee locations, we can automatically
warn employees if the security context changes
while they’re in transit. When a mobile user enters
an area where we’ve detected a critical event, they
can receive an alert, aiding in their ability
to proactively find safety.

OnSolve Benefits
As the mobile workforce continues to grow, it’s important to have a plan in place for staying connected
and informed in times of crisis. The OnSolve Risk Intelligence mobile app puts the power of an AI-driven
solution for risk mitigation and organizational resilience in the hands of your employees in the field.
Fast, relevant, actionable intelligence that puts you in control.
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